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To show that the response is indeed from
the polymer within the gap, we studied the I-V
response as a function of photoexcitation with
a Xe lamp (150 W). The I-V response for the
polymer-filled nanowire becomes slightly
more conductive upon Xe light exposure.
During the backward scan, the device was
irradiated with the Xe lamp starting at –0.1 V
(red arrows in Fig. 2A), and a change in slope
in the I-V response was observed. The transient conductance change between 1.1 nS in
the dark to 1.6 nS when irradiated is consistent with an increase in charge-carrier density, which would be expected if the gap were
filled with the p-type polypyrrole (16).
We report a novel lithographic process that
allows one to generate designed gap structures
on nanowire templates. The process is remarkably controllable, high-yielding, and easy to
implement. It does not require sophisticated
and expensive instrumentation and facilities,
and it allows manipulation of an important
class of structures that cannot be easily manipulated with conventional lithographic tools.
Being able to make gap or notched structures
with nanowires with OWL and relatively inexpensive instrumentation will facilitate the
study of the electronic properties of nanomaterials and open avenues to the preparation
of novel disk structures, which could be designed to have unusual optical properties as a
function of gap and metal segment size Ee.g.,
plasmon waveguides (17)^.
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Atlantic Ocean Forcing of
North American and European
Summer Climate
Rowan T. Sutton* and Daniel L. R. Hodson
Recent extreme events such as the devastating 2003 European summer heat
wave raise important questions about the possible causes of any underlying
trends, or low-frequency variations, in regional climates. Here, we present new
evidence that basin-scale changes in the Atlantic Ocean, probably related to
the thermohaline circulation, have been an important driver of multidecadal
variations in the summertime climate of both North America and western Europe. Our findings advance understanding of past climate changes and also
have implications for decadal climate predictions.
Instrumental records show that during the 19th
and 20th centuries, there were marked variations on multidecadal time scales in the summertime climate of both North America (1–4)
and western Europe (5). In the continental
United States, there were significant variations
in rainfall and drought frequency (1–4), and it
has been suggested (1, 4) that changes in the
Atlantic Ocean, associated with a pattern of
variation known as the Atlantic Multidecadal
Oscillation (AMO) (6, 7), were responsible.
If confirmed, such a link would be important
for climate predictions because the AMO is
thought to be driven by the ocean_s thermoNatural Environment Research Council Centres for
Atmospheric Science, Centre for Global Atmospheric
Modelling, Department of Meteorology, University of
Reading, Post Office Box 243, Earley Gate, Reading RG6
6BB, UK.
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haline circulation (6) and may be predictable
(8, 9). However, thus far the evidence for an
Atlantic link is mainly circumstantial, being
derived from observations and showing correlation rather than causality. Clarifying whether
AMO-related changes in the Atlantic Ocean
were indeed responsible for the observed variations in North American summer climate
and whether, in addition, there were impacts
on other regions is therefore an important
challenge.
Figure 1 shows the time series and pattern
of North Atlantic sea surface temperatures
(SSTs) that characterize the AMO during the
period 1871 to 2003 (10). There are AMO
warm phases in the late 19th century and from
1931 to 1960; cool phases occur from 1905 to
1925 and from 1965 to 1990. The spatial pattern shows anomalies of the same sign over
the whole North Atlantic, with the largest
anomalies (s È 0.3-C) found just east of
Newfoundland.

Fig. 1. (A) Index of the
A
AMO, 1871 to 2003. The
index was calculated by
averaging annual mean
SST observations (29)
over the region 0-N to
60-N, 75-W to 7.5-W.
The resulting time seB
ries was low-pass filtered with a 37-point
Henderson filter and
then detrended, also removing the long-term
mean. The units on the
vertical axis are -C. This
index explains 53% of
the variance in the
detrended unfiltered index and is very similar
to that shown in (1).
(B) The spatial pattern
of SST variations associated with the AMO
index shown in (A).
Shown are the regression coefficients (-C per SD) obtained by regressing the detrended SST data on a normalized (unit
variance) version of the index.
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To identify the climate variations associated with the AMO, we considered a simple
composite difference of observational sealevel pressure (SLP), precipitation, and surface
air temperature (SAT) data between the warm
phase from 1931 to 1960 and the subsequent
30 years, 1961 to 1990, which were dominated
by a cool phase of the AMO (Fig. 2, A to C).
In the North Atlantic region, there are two
prominent low-pressure anomalies, one centered
over the southern United States (È60 Pa) and
the other centered just west of the United Kingdom (peaking at È150 Pa). The low-pressure
anomaly over the southern United States is associated with precipitation reductions of up to
20% (0.1 to 0.3 mm/day), consistent with (1)
and (4). Over western Europe, there is enhanced
precipitation (0.1 to 0.3 mm/day, or 5% to 15%
of the mean summer value). This multidecadal
change in European precipitation has been previously documented (5) but has not been linked
with the AMO. The SAT fields (Fig. 2C) show
warm anomalies (0.25-C to 0.75-C) over the
United States and also over central Europe. The
precipitation fields (Fig. 2B) also show large
positive anomalies in the Sahel region of North
Africa, consistent with earlier work (11), and in
the Caribbean.
A simple significance test (12) suggests that
the major observed anomalies shown in Fig. 2
are unlikely to have arisen from internal fluctuations of the atmosphere. To investigate
whether they arose in response to changes in
the ocean, we first examined results from an
ensemble of six simulations with an atmospheric general circulation model. These BC20[ simulations were forced with historical global SST
data for the period 1871 to 1999, and variations in the ensemble mean provide information about the ocean forcing of climate (13).
Figure 2, D and E, shows the ensemble mean
SLP and precipitation anomalies corresponding to the composite differences computed
from observations. The SLP shows lowpressure anomalies centered over the southern
United States and in the region of the United
Kingdom that are in good agreement with the
observations. The anomalies over the United
States are very similar in magnitude to the
observations (60 to 75 Pa), whereas the anomalies west of the United Kingdom are weaker
in the model ensemble mean (È50 Pa) than in
the observations (È150 Pa). The most likely
reason for this discrepancy is a larger component of internal variability in the observations,
a hypothesis supported by analysis of the ensemble spread (fig. S3).
The precipitation field (Fig. 2E) shows
reduced precipitation over the United States
and northern Mexico, and the magnitude of the
anomalies (0.1 to 0.3 mm/day) is in agreement
with the observations. Over western Europe,
the model indicates enhanced precipitation
consistent with the observations, but on the
basis of our sample of six ensemble members,
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the anomalies are not statistically significant
and are therefore not seen in the figure. The
model shows large increases in precipitation in a tropical band stretching from the
eastern Pacific, through the Caribbean and
tropical Atlantic, to North Africa. The anomalies in the Caribbean and northern South
America agree with the land observations in
these regions, but the anomalies in the Sahel
region are markedly weaker than is observed.
This discrepancy might be a consequence of
errors in the representation of land-surface
feedbacks (14, 15).
The results from the C20 simulations provide strong evidence that the major North Atlantic features identified in the observations
arise in response to changes in the oceans.
Results from similar experiments with other
atmospheric models are consistent with this
conclusion (16). However, because in each case
the model was forced with global SST fields,
these experiments do not clearly demonstrate

A

B

D

E

F

G

the role of the Atlantic Ocean. To clarify the
role of the Atlantic, we forced the model with
an idealized AMO SST anomaly pattern, based
on the North Atlantic part of Fig. 1B (see fig.
S1). For these experiments, SST anomalies did
not vary in time, but integrations of 10 or 20
years_ duration were carried out to separate
the ocean_s influence from atmospheric internal variability (12).
Figure 2, F to H, shows the response to the
AMO SST pattern. Over the Caribbean,
central America, and the United States, the
SLP and precipitation fields show excellent
agreement with both the C20 simulations and
the observations. The low-pressure anomalies
in western Europe are also reproduced. Over the
United Kingdom, there are positive precipitation
anomalies, which were not seen in the C20
simulations but are in the observations, whereas
precipitation anomalies over the Sahel are again
weaker than observed (17). The SAT fields
(Fig. 2H) show a prominent warm anomaly

C

H

Fig. 2. Evidence of AMO impacts on boreal summer [June, July, and August (JJA)] climate. (A to C)
Observed differences between the mean JJA conditions from 1931 to 1960 (a warm phase of the
AMO) and the mean JJA conditions from 1961 to 1990 (a cold phase of the AMO). (A) Sea-level
pressure. Contours are in Pa with an interval of 30 Pa; shading indicates signal-to-noise ratio (12). (B)
Land precipitation (mm/day). (C) Land surface air temperature (-C). The scale for precipitation is
nonlinear; the central range is (–0.5, 0.5). Values between (0.5,2.5) and (–2.5,–0.5) are each shaded
with a single color. (D and E) As in (A) and (B), but computed from the ensemble mean of six
simulations with the HadAM3 atmosphere model forced with observed SST data. In (D), the contour
interval is 15 Pa. (F to H) As in (A) to (C), but showing differences between time means of simulations
with the HadAM3 model forced with positive and negative signs of an idealized AMO SST pattern.
(The pattern is based on the North Atlantic part of Fig. 1B and is shown exactly in fig. S1.) In (F), the
contour interval is 15 Pa. All the values have been appropriately scaled to allow comparison with the
other panels (12). In (A) and in (C) to (H), regions where anomalies are not significant at the 90%
level are shaded white. In (E) and (G), precipitation values are shown over the sea as well as the land.
Details of the model experiments and analyses are given in (12).
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over the southern United States and Mexico,
in agreement with the observations, and also
show positive anomalies in western Europe.
Overall, Fig. 2 provides compelling evidence
that the AMO has indeed been responsible for
marked changes in the regional atmospheric
circulation and for associated anomalies in
precipitation and surface temperature over the
United States, southern Mexico, and, probably, western Europe.
The fact that the AMO SST experiments
and the C20 simulations give such similar results suggests that, for the particular decadal
change considered (1931 to 1960 compared
with 1961 to 1990), the Atlantic Ocean was
the dominant oceanic influence on summertime climate in the regions considered.
To investigate the importance of the AMO
over a longer period of time, we examined the
correlation between the AMO SST index (Fig.
1A) and indices of SLP for the U.S. and U.K.
regions (12). The SLP indices were computed
both from the observations and from the C20
simulations. All the SLP indices are significantly anticorrelated with the AMO index (fig.
S2). These results confirm that the AMO is an
important influence on both regions, but they
also suggest that other influences are important, especially for the U.S. region (for which
the correlation with observed SLP is lowest).
The much higher correlation between the
AMO index and simulated U.S. SLP could
suggest that these other influences Ee.g.,
associated with changes in the Pacific Ocean
(3)^ are underestimated in the HadAM3
simulations.
To understand better the AMO influence,
we performed two additional model experiments, using as forcing patterns the tropical

part (0-N to 30-N) and the extratropical part
(30-N to 70-N) of the AMO SST pattern (see
fig. S1). The results (Fig. 3) indicate that AMOrelated climate anomalies over the United
States and Mexico were forced by tropical
Atlantic SST anomalies, whereas those in the
region of western Europe were primarily (but
not exclusively) forced by SST anomalies in
the extratropics. The low-pressure center over
the southern United States may be a response
to the anomalous latent heating of the atmosphere implied by the enhanced precipitation
in the tropical Atlantic (18). The low-pressure
center near the United Kingdom may be a
downstream response to the largest positive
SST anomalies east of Newfoundland (19, 20).
In Fig. 3, A and B, the impacts of the AMO
are not restricted to the Atlantic basin but extend throughout the tropics. This finding supports suggestions (21, 22) that the Atlantic
Ocean may be an important driver of multidecadal climate variability on a global, as well
as regional, scale.
Overall, our results provide strong evidence
that during the 20th century the AMO had an
important role in modulating boreal summer
climate on multidecadal time scales. We have
focused here on time mean anomalies, but
some of the most important impacts are likely
to be associated with changes in the frequency
of extreme events. There is evidence that the
frequency of U.S. droughts (4) and the frequency of European heat waves (23) are both
sensitive to Atlantic SSTs.
The results also have implications for the
interpretation of instrumental and proxy (24)
climate records, which relies on understanding
and quantifying how regional climate is related to large-scale drivers such as the AMO.

Fig. 3. Response of the
A
B
HadAM3 model to
tropical North Atlantic
(TNA) and extratropical
North Atlantic (XNA)
parts of the AMO SST
pattern. (A and B) Differences between time
means of simulations
with the HadAM3 model forced with positive
and negative signs of
C
D
the TNA SST pattern.
(A) Sea-level pressure.
Contours in Pa with an
interval of 15 Pa; shading indicates signalto-noise ratio (12). (B)
Precipitation (mm/day);
scale is nonlinear as described for Fig. 2. (C
and D) As in (A) and
(B), but for model simulations forced with the
XNA SST pattern. The
TNA and XNA SST patterns are shown in fig.
S1. All values have been scaled to allow comparison with the Fig. 2 results. Regions where anomalies are
not significant at the 90% level are shaded white.
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Progress in understanding these drivers is especially important as studies that address the
attribution of observed climate changes to anthropogenic causes give increasing attention to
regional scales (25). Our results suggest, for
example, that the change in phase of the AMO
in the 1960s may have caused a cooling of
U.S. and European summer climate; a further
change in the AMO may have contributed to
recent warming in these regions.
In addition, our results have implications
for predicting the climate of the next few decades. In the absence of anthropogenic effects and assuming a period of 65 to 80 years
(1, 26), we should now be entering a warm
phase of the AMO, as suggested by Fig. 1A.
Our results would then suggest a forecast of
decreased (relative to 1961 to 1990) summer
precipitation (increasing drought frequency)
and warmer temperatures in the United States
together, possibly, with increased summer precipitation and temperatures in western Europe.
In reality, anthropogenic effects on climate
now appear to be important (27), so current
and near future trends in North Atlantic regional climate may be shaped by a competition
between the AMO and these anthropogenic
effects. Moreover, these two influences may
not add linearly. Models suggest that anthropogenic warming will lead to a slowdown of
the Atlantic thermohaline circulation (27). If
true of the real world, this could favor an earlier than expected shift toward the negative
phase of the AMO, with a corresponding shift
in the AMO influences on U.S. and European
summer climate.
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GRIP Deuterium Excess Reveals
Rapid and Orbital-Scale Changes
in Greenland Moisture Origin
V. Masson-Delmotte,1* J. Jouzel,1 A. Landais,1 M. Stievenard,1
S. J. Johnsen,2,3 J. W. C. White,4 M. Werner,5
A. Sveinbjornsdottir,3 K. Fuhrer6
The Northern Hemisphere hydrological cycle is a key factor coupling ice
sheets, ocean circulation, and polar amplification of climate change. Here we
present a Northern Hemisphere deuterium excess profile covering one
climatic cycle, constructed with the use of d18O and dD Greenland Ice Core
Project (GRIP) records. Past changes in Greenland source and site temperatures are quantified with precipitation seasonality taken into account. The
imprint of obliquity is evidenced in the site-to-source temperature gradient at
orbital scale. At the millennial time scale, GRIP source temperature changes
reflect southward shifts of the geographical locations of moisture sources
during cold events, and these rapid shifts are associated with large-scale
changes in atmospheric circulation.
The atmospheric water cycle plays a key role in
climate change. At various time scales, changes
in atmospheric moisture transport are intimately
involved in key processes within the climate
system, such as the growth of ice sheets or the
freshwater budget of the ocean. Here we use an
integrated tracer of the water cycle, the isotopic
composition of the ice preserved in Greenland,
to decipher changes in Greenland moisture
origin over the last glacial cycle.
Water stable isotopes ratios (d18O or dD)
from polar ice cores are commonly used as past
temperature proxies (1, 2), a function made
possible by the progressive distillation of heavy
water isotopes when air masses cool toward
1
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polar regions (3–5). Comparison of Greenland
temperature (Tsite) values derived from ice
d18O using the observed modern spatial
gradient with alternative paleothermometry
methods yields a systematic underestimation
of past surface annual mean temperature
changes, both at glacial-interglacial (6–8) and
rapid-events time scales (9–13). Such discrepancies are thought to arise from variability in
the Northern Hemisphere hydrological cycle,
either from changes in moisture source areas
(14) or from changes in the seasonality of
precipitation (15, 16).
We used high-precision continuous water
stable isotope measurements made on the
GRIP ice core (table S1) to calculate a Northern
Hemisphere deuterium excess d 0 EdD j (8 
d18O)^ profile covering one climatic cycle
(17). This deuterium excess record, together
with a method to account for changes in precipitation seasonality, was then used to quantify past changes in Greenland moisture source
temperature.
Figure 1 shows both d18O and deuterium
excess profiles for the last È100,000 years
(i.e., excluding the lowest part of the profiles
characterized by ice flow disturbances) (18).
The excess profile reveals well-defined features
at glacial-interglacial time scales, with a 5 per
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mil (°) increase during the last climatic
transition (5), as well as for DansgaardOeschger (D/O) events characterized by large
(up to 5°) excess changes, in antiphase with
d18O changes. Similar rapid excess changes
are also recorded in the North Greenland Ice
Core Project (NorthGRIP) ice core for D/O
events 18 to 20 (13). Such deuterium-excess
variations essentially result from the fact that,
with respect to equilibrium processes, kinetic
isotopic effects play a much larger relative role
for d18O than for dD. In turn, deuterium excess
in polar snow, dsnow, is largely driven by
nonequilibrium processes (i.e., evaporation at
the ocean surface and condensation of water
vapor when snow forms). Deuterium excess in
water vapor over the ocean is mainly influenced by sea surface isotopic composition, sea
surface temperature (SST), source temperature
(Tsource ), and relative humidity. This imprint of
oceanic conditions (here considered only in
terms of Tsource ) in the moisture source areas is
largely preserved in the deuterium excess
signal recorded in polar snow (19). In turn,
whereas dsnow (d18O or dD) depends primarily
on local temperature Tsite and to a lesser degree
on Tsource, one can show that the opposite is
true for dsnow (20, 21).
Combining d18O and deuterium excess
profiles allows us to estimate both Tsite and
Tsource. This dual approach, based on the
inversion (22) of a dynamically simple isotopic
model (23), is now used for interpreting
isotopic measurements performed on Antarctic
cores (24–26). Although useful for the last
millennium and for the Holocene in Greenland
(20, 27), this methodology leads to unrealistic
results when applied directly to the long-term
GRIP data (21). We show here that this
difficulty can be overcome if this inversion accounts for the seasonality of snow precipitation,
as suggested by general circulation model
simulations. This allows us to interpret the
d18O or dD GRIP data in terms of Tsite and
Tsource changes in a consistent way, both for
glacial-interglacial changes and for D/O events,
thus providing high-resolution information on
the source conditions and the reorganizations
of the water cycle during slow and rapid climatic changes.
Seasonal characteristics are relatively well
known for central Greenland_s present-day
climate. Field observations suggest a year-
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